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Ich scheide nun, leb' wohl, mein Gatte !
Die wir zum Ungliick uns gefunden,
Im Ungliick scheiden wir.    Leb' wohl !x
Grillparzef s trilogy presents an interesting parallel
to the great tetralogy of the German stage, Wagner's
'King des Nibelungen. Just as in Wagner's poem the
pivot of the dramatic action is the gold from which
the fatal ring is welded, so in Grillparzer's it is the
Golden Fleece. Gold and Fleece are both symbolical
of that lust for power which brings upon their
possessors the penalty of death; and both works
might with equal right bear as motto the words from
Schiller's Waliens tern :—
Das eben 1st der Fluch der bosen Tat,
Dass sie, fortzeugend, immer Boses muss gebaren.3
Again, as the Nibelung's hoard is guarded by Fafner,
so the Fleece is guarded by a dragon in the land of
Colchis, and like Siegfried, Jason carries off the
coveted treasure, which at the close of both works is
returned to its original keeper. Even the Siegfried,
Briinnhilde and Gutrune of Gotterddmmerung have
their counterparts in Grillparzer's Jason, Medea and
Kreusa. But how different is the attitude of the two
poets to their themes ! There is an exhilaration in
Wagner's poetry, a sublime heroism in the struggle
of love against law and treaty, against eternal Necessity
1 Act v, sc. 2.   In the translation of F. W.  Thurstan   and   S.   A.
Wittmann, London [1879] :
I bid thce now, my lord, a long farewell!
A life of sorrow now begins for thee,
Bat still, whatever come, be resolute,
Be stronger in endurance than in acts I ...
Dost recognize what thou didst fight to gain ?
What seemed thy glory and thy happiness ?
What is earth's happiness ?    A very shadow.
What is earth's glory ?   A mere empty dream !
Poor fool!   and thou hast dreamed these shadowy dreams !
The dream is over;   but not so the night.
I go now I   Fare thec well, my lord and husband 1
As in distress we found each other first,
So in distress we part now.—Fare thee well!
a * This is the very curse of the evil deed, that it must continue to create
and bring forth evil 1 *

